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Asymmetrical social hierarchies
If the Vere Street scandal 'outed' a dark and dangerous activity, the result of its wide coverage was a new awareness among the multitudes. No longer could there be doubt that adults and children were congregating in public places for 'lewd' reasons. Throughout the long eighteenth century, same-sex male sodomitical sexual relations had occurred almost exclusively among older and younger men, most of the latter legally children, even in the monastic Oxbridge colleges. Historians of sexuality have therefore been justified to consider Vere Street as something of a watershed in British sexual history.
2 They have also demonstrated that as the nineteenth century progressed sodomitical liaisons were showered with ever-more refined labels attached to its activity, culminating in the fin-de-siècle nomenclatures -homosexual, lesbian, bisexual -enduring to our time. Further transformation occurred in that century in the public's perception of the variety of forms sodomy took: from lewdness of the type found in the dank cellars of Vere Street to the noble and romantic friendships of boys in public schools and men stranded at sea.
3 These passionate friendships suggested a new type of idealistic attachment rare in Thistlethwayte's Oxford. At least no cases have been found of similar aged boys, locked 173 into a romantic friendship, who fell out as 'lovers' and then charged each other with gross indecency. 4 Not until the one lying at the centre of this chapter.
Nineteenth-century same-sex attachments shed none of their theological repugnancy: it was the rhetoric of churchmen in the pulpit, and other moralists, which changed. These affinities also acquired new biological explanations after the post-Lamarckian 1830s, and were gradually psychologized and pathologized as part of the march of science's professionalization. By the time Darwin published his Origin of Species in 1859, and the French and German sexologists had generated their genealogies of 'Uranian Love' (in Karl Maria Kertbeny's coinage of circa 1868-9) a decade later, the by-now forgotten 'sodomites' of Wadham and All Souls College had been conceptually transformed.
5 Shipley would have understood himself better if he could have awakened in 1880 on German sexologist Albert Moll's couch in Berlin. 6 Return to the 1840s and 1850s in the colleges in Oxford, and the clouds of rebellion against this all-male order encouraging homoerotic behaviour are beginning to gather. It was not merely objection to the type of debauchery found in the previous chapter, but on more tenable new grounds of rounded lives better capable of educating young men. This was the context, in part, of the great educational reforms of Pattison and Newman as they aimed to wash away three centuries of almost medieval pedagogical belief: not merely conceptualized in terms of subjects and books but people and social interactions.
Contemporary readers often forget how different from ordinary mufti life the hierarchy of an ancient Oxbridge college was (and some would say still is). Their all-male society was required to remain in holy orders until the 1860s; if they married they forfeited their fellowships and moved out of college rooms, usually to take up a parish living.
7 It was then impossible to be an official 'Fellow' without being in holy orders, even if you were a disbeliever under your gown. The import for children and sexuality was considerable, primarily in that Fellows who continued to live in college were necessarily bachelors. They kept mistresses and frequented prostitutes (of both genders) but nominally they remained bachelors. Trouble in the form of expulsion awaited them if they married clandestinely. Some of these Fellows were homosexual (in our sense) and thrived on the camouflage the college system gave them: an all-male society sanctioning the close interaction of young and old -historically the primary ingredient of the sodomitical impulse.
8 For them college life was less constrained if also more dangerous, as we shall see. These homosexual dons could thrive rather better than their heterosexual
